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Use These 5 New Video Squeeze Templates to EXPLODE Your Opt-In List! These Powerful Templates

Will Draw Your Visitors Eyeballs to Your Opt-In Video Like A Lightning Bolt to a Lightning Rod! Imagine

this nightmare scenario. You have a thriving online business. Projects in the works. Youve got a boat load

of websites bringing you in money every day, every week, every month. Then, WHAM! Some hacker

wipes out your servers hard drive, along with all your backups! Your entire business, wiped out overnight.

Think it couldnt happen? Well it did. A fellow marketer had this happen to him. On Christmas Eve. Some

200 websites. Gone. His business? Well, what do you think happened to it? Think again. The Gurus Tell

Us The Money Is In The List And Theyre Right! This marketer was saved from total disaster, because he

had...a mailing list. In fact, hes probably got a few of them. So, starting from scratch, he began mailing to

his list as well as tapping into his contacts, and is able to keep his business afloat as he gradually rebuilds

his sites. His contacts helped, but his list is the key. The hacker couldnt wipe that out. (By the way, this is

a 100 true story. It happened this past Christmas Eve. Keep your list safe and treat it like gold.) Moral of

the story? Well, you know, dont you? You need to build a list, and if youve got one already, you need to

keep building it bigger! How do we do that? By driving traffic to our Squeeze Pages. I am sure you are

well aware that a well designed squeeze page can mean a nice number of the visitors to your squeeze

page will fill out your form and sign up to your list. That means more money for you as you market to your

list. In the past year, however, a new, exciting trend, more powerful than using traditional squeeze pages,

has emerged. Video. Look at how video has taken the Internet by storm. The success of Google Video

and YouTube has not been lost on savvy Internet Marketers. More and more marketers are turning to

video to get their message across - and using video to gain subscribers to their lists. Are you one of

them? I am guessing yes, or you wouldnt be here. Video Squeeze Pages Are Rapidly Replacing Regular

Text Based Squeeze Pages Video is far more effective than using just plain words on a squeeze page.

Video is compelling, and highly visual. It captures our attention. Here is the problem, though. As more

marketers use video enabled squeeze pages, yours gets lost in the sea of video squeeze pages out

there. The truth is... You Need to Stand Out From The Crowd Here is your chance to do just that! Grab 5,
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brand new professionally designed Video Squeeze Page Templates, in seven web 2.0 colors, thatll get

your visitors to say Wow!. Theyll be impressed and theyll want to see your video and opt-in to your list!

Take a Look at What You Can Grab Right Now : The Templates Squeeze Video Template #1 Film Reel

Squeeze Video Template #2 Computer Squeeze Video Template #3 Mechanical Squeeze Video

Template #4 Custom Inset Squeeze Video Template #5 Retro These templates are professionally

designed, sliced and already html optimized, and there is no graphic editing required! Just open up the

templates in your favorite html editor and : 1. Edit the text 2. Insert your video code 3. Tweak the

autoresponder code Thats it. Now you have a stunning squeeze page, professionally designed to

showcase your opt-in video and get that new subscriber! So Here is the offer in a nutshell : You Get 5

New Video Squeeze Templates In 7 Web 2.0 Colors For a Total of 35 Stunning Video Squeeze

Templates at an incredibly low price only $0.99!
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